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Abstract
In the online multiple testing problem, p-values corresponding to different null hypotheses are observed one
by one, and the decision of whether or not to reject the current hypothesis must be made immediately, after which
the next p-value is observed. Alpha-investing algorithms to control the false discovery rate (FDR), formulated
by Foster and Stine, have been generalized and applied to many settings, including quality-preserving databases
in science and multiple A/B or multi-armed bandit tests for internet commerce. This paper improves the class of
generalized alpha-investing algorithms (GAI) in four ways: (a) we show how to uniformly improve the power of
the entire class of monotone GAI procedures by awarding more alpha-wealth for each rejection, giving a win-win
resolution to a recent dilemma raised by Javanmard and Montanari, (b) we demonstrate how to incorporate prior
weights to indicate domain knowledge of which hypotheses are likely to be non-null, (c) we allow for differing
penalties for false discoveries to indicate that some hypotheses may be more important than others, (d) we define
a new quantity called the decaying memory false discovery rate (mem-FDR) that may be more meaningful for
truly temporal applications, and which alleviates problems that we describe and refer to as “piggybacking” and
“alpha-death”. Our GAI++ algorithms incorporate all four generalizations simultaneously, and reduce to more
powerful variants of earlier algorithms when the weights and decay are all set to unity. Finally, we also describe
a simple method to derive new online FDR rules based on an estimated false discovery proportion.
1 Introduction
The problem of multiple comparisons was first recognized in the seminal monograph by Tukey [12]: simply stated,
given a collection of multiple hypotheses to be tested, the goal is to distinguish between the nulls and non-nulls,
with suitable control on different types of error. We are given access to one p-value for each hypothesis, which
we use to decide which subset of hypotheses to reject, effectively proclaiming the rejected hypothesis as being
non-null. The rejected hypotheses are called discoveries, and the subset of these that were truly null—and hence
mistakenly rejected—are called false discoveries. In this work, we measure a method’s performance using the
false discovery rate (FDR) [2], defined as the expected ratio of false discoveries to total discoveries. Specifically,
we require that any procedure must guarantee that the FDR is bounded by a pre-specified constant α.
The traditional form of multiple testing is offline in nature, meaning that an algorithm testing N hypotheses
receives the entire batch of p-values {P1, . . . , PN} at one time instant. In the online version of the problem, we do
not know how many hypotheses we are testing in advance; instead, a possibly infinite sequence of p-values appear
one by one, and a decision about rejecting the null must be made before the next p-value is received. There are at
least two different motivating justifications for considering the online setting:
M1. We may have the entire batch of p-values available at our disposal from the outset, but we may nevertheless
choose to process the p-values one by one in a particular order. Indeed, if one can use prior knowledge
to ensure that non-nulls typically appear earlier in the ordering, then carefully designed online procedures
could result in more discoveries than offline algorithms (that operate without prior knowledge) such as
the classical Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm [2], while having the same guarantee on FDR control. This
motivation underlies one of the original online multiple testing paper, namely that of Foster and Stine [5].
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M2. We may genuinely conduct a sequence of tests one by one, where both the choice of the next null hypothesis
and the level at which it is tested may depend on the results of the previous tests. Motivating applications
include the desire to provide anytime guarantees for (i) internet companies running a sequence of A/B tests
over time [9], (ii) pharmaceutical companies conducting a sequence of clinical trials using multi-armed
bandits [13], or (iii) quality-preserving databases in which different research teams test different hypotheses
on the same data over time [1].
The algorithms developed in this paper apply to both settings, with emphasis on motivation M2.
Let us first reiterate the need for corrections when testing a sequence of hypotheses in the online setting, even
when all the p-values are independent. If each hypothesis i is tested independently of the total number of tests
either performed before it or to be performed after it, then we have no control over the number of false discoveries
made over time. Indeed, if our test for every Pi takes the form 1 {Pi ≤ α} for some fixed α, then, while the type
1 error for any individual test is bounded by α, the set of discoveries could have arbitrarily poor FDR control. For
example, under the “global null” where every hypothesis is truly null, as long as the number of tests N is large and
the null p-values are uniform, this method will make at least one rejection with high probability (w.h.p.), and since
in this setting every discovery is a false discovery, w.h.p. the FDR will equal one.
A natural alternative that takes multiplicity into account is the Bonferroni correction. If one knew the total
number N of tests to be performed, the decision rule 1 {Pi ≤ α/N} for each i ∈ {1, . . . , N} controls the proba-
bility of even a single false discovery—a quantity known as the familywise error rate or FWER—at level α, as can
be seen by applying the union bound. The natural extension of this solution to having an unknown and potentially
infinite number of tests is called alpha-spending. Specifically, we choose any sequence of constants {αi}i∈N such
that
∑
i αi ≤ α, and on receiving Pi, our decision is simply 1 {Pi ≤ αi}. However, such methods typically make
very few discoveries—meaning that they have very low power—when the number of tests is large, because they
must divide their error budget of α, also called alpha-wealth, among a large number of tests.
Since the FDR is less stringent than FWER, procedures that guarantee FDR control are generally more power-
ful, and often far more powerful, than those controlling FWER. This fact has led to the wide adoption of FDR as a
de-facto standard for offline multiple testing (note, e.g., that the Benjamini-Hochberg paper [2] currently has over
40,000 citations).
Foster and Stine [5] designed the first online alpha-investing procedures that use and earn alpha-wealth in order
to control a modified definition of FDR. Aharoni and Rosset [1] further extended this to a class of generalized alpha-
investing (GAI) methods, but once more for the modifed FDR. It was only recently that Javanmard and Montanari
[9] demonstrated that monotone GAI algorithms, appropriately parameterized, can control the (unmodified) FDR
for independent p-values. It is this last work that our paper directly improves upon and generalizes; however, as
we summarize below, many of our modifications and generalizations are immediately applicable to all previous
algorithms.
Contributions and outline. Instead of presenting the most general and improved algorithms immediately, we
choose to present results in a bottom-up fashion, introducing one new concept at a time so as to lighten the symbolic
load on the reader. For this purpose, we set up the problem formally in Section 2. Our contributions are organized
as follows:
1. Power. In Section 3, we introduce the generalized alpha-investing (GAI) procedures, and demonstrate how
to uniformly improve the power of monotone GAI procedures that control FDR for independent p-values,
resulting in a win-win resolution to a dilemma posed by Javanmard and Montanari [9]. This improvement is
achieved by a somewhat subtle modification that allows the algorithm to reward more alpha-wealth at every
rejection but the first. We refer to our algorithms as improved generalized alpha-investing (GAI++) proce-
dures, and provide intuition for why they work through a general super-uniformity lemma (see Lemma 1
in Section 3.2). We also provide an alternate way of deriving online FDR procedures by defining and bound-
ing a natural estimator for the false discovery proportion F̂DP.
2. Weights. In Section 5, we demonstrate how to incorporate certain types of prior information about the
different hypotheses. For example, we may have a prior weight for each hypothesis, indicating whether it
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is more or less likely to be null. Additionally, we may have a different penalty weight for each hypothesis,
indicating differing importance of hypotheses. These prior and penalty weights have been incorporated
successfully into offline procedures [3, 6, 11]. In the online setting, however, there are some technical
challenges that prevent immediate application of these offline procedures. For example, in the offline setting
all the weights are constants, but in the online setting, we allow them to be random variables that depend on
the sequence of past rejections. Further, in the offline setting all provided weights are renormalized to have
an empirical mean of one, but in the truly online setting (motivation M2) we do not know the sequence of
hypotheses or their random weights in advance, and hence we cannot perform any such renormalization. We
clearly outline and handle such issues and design novel prior- and/or penalty-weighted GAI++ algorithms
that control the penalty-weighted FDR at any time. This may be seen as an online analog of doubly-weighted
procedures for the offline setting [4, 11]. Setting the weights to unity recovers the original class of GAI++
procedures.
3. Decaying memory. In Section 6, we discuss some implications of the fact that existing algorithms have an
infinite memory and treat all past rejections equally, no matter when they occurred. This causes phenomena
that we term as “piggybacking” (a string of bad decisions, riding on past earned alpha-wealth) and “alpha-
death” (a permanent end to decision-making when the alpha-wealth is essentially zero). These phenomena
may be desirable or acceptable under motivation M1 when dealing with batch problems, but are generally
undesirable under motivation M2. To address these issues, we propose a new error metric called the decaying
memory false discovery rate, abbreviated as mem-FDR, that we view as better suited to multiple testing for
truly temporal problems. Briefly, mem-FDR pays more attention to recent discoveries by introducing a
user-defined discount factor, 0 < δ ≤ 1, into the definition of FDR. We demonstrate how to design GAI++
procedures that control online mem-FDR, and show that they have a stable and robust behavior over time.
Using δ < 1 allows these procedures to slowly forget their past decisions (reducing piggybacking), or they
can temporarily “abstain” from decision-making (allowing rebirth after alpha-death). Instantiating δ = 1
recovers the class of GAI++ procedures.
We note that the generalizations to incorporate weights and decaying memory are entirely orthogonal to the im-
provements that we introduce to yield GAI++ procedures, and hence these ideas immediately extend to other GAI
procedures for non-independent p-values. We also describe simulations involving several of the aforementioned
generalizations in Appendix 7.
2 Problem Setup
At time t = 0, before the p-values begin to appear, we fix the level α at which we wish to control the FDR over
time. At each time step t = 1, 2, . . . , we observe a p-value Pt corresponding to some null hypothesis Ht, and
we must immediately decide whether to reject Ht or not. If the null hypothesis is true, p-values are stochastically
larger than the uniform distribution (“super-uniform”, for short), formulated as follows: ifH0 is the set of true null
hypotheses, then for any null Ht ∈ H0, we have
Pr{Pt ≤ x} ≤ x for any x ∈ [0, 1]. (1)
We do not make assumptions on the marginal distribution of the p-values for hypotheses that are non-null / false.
Although they can be arbitrary, it is useful to think of them as being stochastically smaller than the uniform
distribution, since only then do they carry signal that differentiates them from nulls. Our task is to design threshold
levels αt according to which we define the rejection decision as Rt = 1 {Pt ≤ αt}, where 1 {·} is the indicator
function. Since the aim is to control the FDR at the fixed level α at any time t, each αt must be set according to the
past decisions of the algorithm, meaning that αt = αt(R1, . . . , Rt−1). Note that, in accordance with past work,
we require that αt does not directly depend on the observed p-values but only on past rejections. Formally, we
define the sigma-field at time t as F t = σ(R1, . . . , Rt), and insist that
αt ∈ F t−1 ≡ αt is F t−1-measurable ≡ αt is predictable. (2)
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As studied by Javanmard and Montanari [8], and as is predominantly the case in offline multiple testing, we
consider monotone decision rules, where αt is a coordinate-wise nondecreasing function:
if R˜i ≥ Ri for all i ≤ t− 1, then we have αt(R˜1, . . . , R˜t−1) ≥ αt(R1, . . . , Rt−1). (3)
Existing online multiple testing algorithms control some variant of the FDR over time, as we now define. At any
time T , let R(T ) =
∑T
t=1Rt be the total number of rejections/discoveries made by the algorithm so far, and let
V (T ) =
∑
t∈H0 Rt be the number of false rejections/discoveries. Then, the false discovery proportion and rate
are defined as
FDP(T ) :=
V (T )
R(T )
··········· and FDR(T ) = E
[
V (T )
R(T )
···········
]
,
where we use the dotted-fraction notation corresponds to the shorthand ab··· = ab∨1 . Two variants of the FDR studied
in earlier online FDR works [5, 8] are the marginal FDR given by mFDRη(T ) =
E[V (T )]
E[R(T )]+η , with a special case
being mFDR(T ) = E[V (T )]E[R(T )∨1] , and the smoothed FDR, given by sFDRη(T ) = E
[
V (T )
R(T )+η
]
. In Appendix 2.1, we
summarize a variety of algorithms and dependence assumptions considered in previous work.
2.1 Summary of joint dependence assumptions in previous work
We use the phrase “FDR∗ control” to mean the control of either FDR or mFDR or sFDR. It is important to discuss
the assumptions on the joint dependence on p-values, under which FDR∗ control can be proved. These are listed
from (approximately) weakest to strongest below:
1. Arbitrary Dependence. Null p-values are arbitrarily dependent on all other p-values.
2. SuperCoRD. Null p-values are super-uniform conditional on the time of most recent discovery, meaning
that for all t ∈ H0 and for any αt ∈ F t−1, we have
Pr{Pt ≤ αt | τprev} ≤ αt,
where τprev = maxs<t{s : Rs = 1} is the time of the previous rejection.
3. SuperCoND. Null p-values are super-uniform conditional on the number of discoveries up to that point,
meaning that for all t ∈ H0 and for any αt ∈ F t−1, we have
Pr{Pt ≤ αt | R(T − 1)} ≤ αt.
4. SuperCoAD. Null p-values are super-uniform conditional on all discoveries, meaning that for all t ∈ H0
and for any αt ∈ F t−1, we have
Pr
{
Pt ≤ αt
∣∣ F t−1} ≤ αt.
5. Independence. Null p-values are independent of all other p-values.
Table 1 summarizes some known algorithms, the dependence these algorithms can handle, and the type of
FDR control they guarantee. Of special note is an algorithm called LORD [9] that the authors noted performs
consistently well in practice, and thus will be the focus of most of our experiments (the conclusions of which carry
forward qualitatively to other monotone algorithms).
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Ref. Algorithm Dependence Control (at any T ) Monotone?
- Alpha-spending Arbitrary FWER(T ) No
[5] Alpha-investing (AI) SuperCoAD mFDRη(T ) No
[1] Generalized Alpha-investing (GAI) SuperCoAD mFDRη(T ) No
[8] Levels based on Number of Discoveries (LOND) SuperCoND mFDRη(T ), FDR(T ) Yes
[8] LOND (with a conservative correction) Arbitrary FDR(T ) Yes
[8] Levels based on most Recent Disc. (LORD’15) SuperCoRD mFDRη(T ) Yes
[9] Monotone GAI (including LORD’17) Independence FDR(T ), sFDRη(T ) Yes
Table 1: Summary of previous work. Note that LORD’17 is an improvement over LORD’15 with higher power,
and the shorthand “LORD” will be reserved for LORD’17.
3 Generalized alpha-investing (GAI) rules
The generalized class of alpha-investing rules [1] essentially covers most rules that have been proposed thus far, and
includes a wide range of algorithms with different behaviors. In this section, we present a uniform improvement
to monotone GAI algorithms for FDR control under independence.
Any algorithm of the GAI type begins with an alpha-wealth of W (0) = W0 > 0, and keeps track of the
wealth W (t) available after t steps. At any time t, a part of this alpha-wealth is used to test the t-th hypothesis
at level αt, and the wealth is immediately decreased by an amount φt. If the t-th hypothesis is rejected, that
is if Rt := 1 {Pt ≤ αt} = 1, then we award extra wealth equaling an amount ψt. Recalling the definition
F t : = σ(R1, . . . , Rt), we require that αt, φt, ψt ∈ F t−1, meaning they are predictable, and W (t) ∈ F t, with the
explicit update W (t) : = W (t − 1) − φt + Rtψt. The parameters W0 and the sequences αt, φt, ψt are all user-
defined. They must be chosen so that the total wealth W (t) is always non-negative, and hence that φt ≤W (t− 1)
If the wealth ever equals zero, the procedure is not allowed to reject any more hypotheses since it has to choose
αt equal to zero from then on. The only real restriction for αt, φt, ψt arises from the goal to control FDR. This
condition takes a natural form—whenever a rejection takes place, we cannot be allowed to award an arbitrary
amount of wealth. Formally, for some user-defined constant B0, we must have
ψt ≤ min{φt +B0, φt
αt
+B0 − 1}. (4)
Many GAI rules are not monotone (cf. equation (3)), meaning that αt is not always a coordinatewise nondecreasing
function of R1, . . . , Rt−1, as mentioned in the last column of Table 1 (Appendix 2.1). Table 2 has some examples,
where τk := mins∈N 1 {
∑s
t=1Rt = k} is the time of the k-th rejection.
Name Parameters Level αt Penalty φt Reward ψt
[5] Alpha-investing (AI) — φt
1+φt
≤W (t− 1) φt +B0
[1] Alpha-spending with rewards κ ≤ 1, c cW (t− 1) κW (t− 1) satisfy (4)
[9] LORD’17
∞∑
i=1
γi = 1 φt γtW0 +B0
∑
j:τj<t
γt−τj B0 = α−W0
Table 2: Examples of GAI rules.
3.1 Improved monotone GAI rules (GAI++) under independence
In their initial work on GAI rules, Aharoni and Rosset [1] did not incorporate an explicit parameterB0; rather, they
proved that choosing W0 = B0 = α suffices for mFDR1 control. In subsequent work, Javanmard and Montanari
[9] introduced the parameter B0 and proved that for monotone GAI rules, the same choice W0 = B0 = α suffices
for sFDR1 control, whereas the choice B0 = α −W0 suffices for FDR control, with both results holding under
independence. In fact, their monotone GAI rules with B0 = α −W0 are the only known methods that control
FDR. This state of affairs leads to the following dilemma raised in their paper [9]:
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A natural question is whether, in practice, we should choose W0, B0 as to guarantee FDR control (and hence set
B0 = α −W0  α) or instead be satisfied with mFDR or sFDR control, which allow for B0 = α and hence
potentially larger statistical power.
Our first contribution is a “win-win” resolution to this dilemma: more precisely, we prove that we can choose
B0 = α while maintaining FDR control, with a small catch that at the very first rejection only, we need B0 =
α−W0. Of course, in this case B0 is not constant, and hence we replace it by the random variable bt ∈ F t−1, and
we prove that choosing W0, bt such that bt + W0 = α for the first rejection, and simply bt = α for every future
rejection, suffices for formally proving FDR control under independence. This achieves the best of both worlds
(guaranteeing FDR control, and handing out the largest possible reward of α), as posed by the above dilemma. To
restate our contribution, we effectively prove that the power of monotone GAI rules can be uniformly improved
without changing the FDR guarantee.
Formally, we define our improved generalized alpha-investing (GAI++) algorithm as follows. It sets W (0) =
W0 with 0 ≤ W0 ≤ α, and chooses αt ∈ F t−1 to make decisions Rt = 1 {Pt ≤ αt} and updates the wealth
W (t) = W (t − 1) − φt + Rtψt ∈ F t using some φt ≤ W (t − 1) ∈ F t−1 and some reward ψt ≤ min{φt +
bt,
φt
αt
+ bt − 1} ∈ F t−1, using the choice
bt =
{
α−W0 when R(t− 1) = 0
α otherwise
∈ F t−1.
As an explicit example, given an infinite nonincreasing sequence of positive constants {γj} that sums to one, the
LORD++ algorithm effectively makes the choice:
αt = γtW0 + (α−W0)γt−τ1 + α
∑
j:τj<t,τj 6=τ1
γt−τj , (5)
recalling that τj is the time of the j-th rejection. Reasonable default choices include W0 = α/2, and γj =
0.0722 log(j∨2)
je
√
log j , the latter derived in the context of testing if a Gaussian is zero mean [9].
Any monotone GAI++ rule comes with the following guarantee.
Theorem 1. Any monotone GAI++ rule satisfies the bound E
[
V (T )+W (T )
R(T )
·····················
]
≤ α for all T ∈ N under indepen-
dence. Since W (T ) ≥ 0 for all T ∈ N, any such rule (a) controls FDR at level α under independence, and (b) has
power at least as large as the corresponding GAI algorithm.
The proof of this theorem is provided in Appendix 8.3. Note that for monotone rules, a larger alpha-wealth
reward at each rejection yields a possibly higher power, but never lower power, immediately implying statement
(b). Consequently, we provide only a proof for statement (a) in Appendix 8.3. For the reader interested in tech-
nical details, a key super-uniformity Lemma 1 and associated intuition for online FDR algorithms is provided
in Section 3.2.
3.2 Intuition for larger rewards via a super-uniformity lemma
For the purposes of providing some intuition for why we are able to obtain larger rewards than Javanmard and
Montanari [9], we present the following lemma. In order to set things up, recall that Rt = 1 {Pt ≤ αt} and note
that αt is F t−1-measurable, being a coordinatewise nondecreasing function of R1, . . . , Rt−1. Hence, the marginal
super-uniformity assumption (1) immediately implies that for independent p-values, we have
Pr
{
Pt ≤ αt
∣∣ F t−1} ≤ αt, or equivalently, E [1 {Pt ≤ αt}
αt
························
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] ≤ 1. (6)
Lemma 1 states that under independence, the above statement remains valid in much more generality.
Given a sequence P1, P2, . . . of independent p-values, we first define a filtration via the sigma-fields of re-
jection decisions F i−1 : = σ(R1, . . . , Ri−1), where Ri : = 1 {Pi ≤ fi(R1, . . . , Ri−1)} for some coordinatewise
nondecreasing function fi : {0, 1}i−1 → R. With this set-up, we have the following guarantee:
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Lemma 1. Let g : {0, 1}T → R be any coordinatewise nondecreasing function such that g(~x) > 0 for any vector
~x 6= (0, . . . , 0). Then for any index t ≤ T such that Ht ∈ H0, we have
E
[
1 {Pt ≤ ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)}
g(R1, . . . , RT )
····················································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] ≤ E [ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)g(R1, . . . , RT )·································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] . (7)
This super-uniformity lemma is analogous to others used in offline multiple testing [4, 11], and will be needed
in its full generality later in the paper. The proof of this lemma in Appendix 8.1 is based on a leave-one-out
technique which is common in the multiple testing literature [7, 10, 11]; ours specifically generalizes a lemma in
the Appendix of Javanmard and Montanari [9].
As mentioned, this lemma helps to provide some intuition for the condition on ψt and the unorthodox condition
on bt. Indeed, note that by definition,
FDR(T ) = E
[
V (T )
R(T )
···········
]
= E
[∑
t∈H0 1 {Pt ≤ αt}
R(T )
······································
]
≤ E
[∑T
t=1 αt∑T
t=1Rt
·················
]
,
where we applied Lemma 1 to the coordinatewise nondecreasing function g(R1, . . . , RT ) = R(T ). From this
equation, we may infer the following: If
∑
tRt = k, then the FDR will be bounded by α as long as the total
alpha-wealth
∑
t αt that was used for testing is smaller than kα. In other words, with every additional rejection
that adds one to the denominator, the algorithm is allowed extra alpha-wealth equaling α for testing.
In order to see where this shows up in the algorithm design, assume for a moment that we choose our penalty as
φt = αt. Then, our condition on rewards ψt simply reduces to ψt ≤ bt. Furthermore, since we choose bt = α after
every rejection except the first, our total earned alpha-wealth is approximately αR(T ), which also upper bounds
the total alpha-wealth used for testing.
The intuitive reason that bt cannot equal α at the very first rejection can also be inferred from the above
equation. Indeed, note that because of the definition of FDR, we have V (T )
R(T )
········· := V (T )R(T )∨1 , the denominator R(T ) ∨
1 = 1 when the number of rejections equals zero or one. Therefore, the denominator only starts incrementing at
the second rejection. Hence, the sum of W0 and the first reward must be at most α, following which one may
award α at every rejection. This is the central piece of intuition behind the GAI algorithm design, its improvement
in this paper, and the FDR control analysis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first explicit presentation for
the intuition for online FDR control.
4 A direct method for deriving new online FDR rules
Many offline FDR procedures can be derived in terms of an estimate F̂DP of the false discovery proportion; see
Ramdas et al. [11] and references therein. The discussion in Section 3.2 suggests that it is also possible to write
online FDR rules in this fashion. Indeed, given any non-negative, predictable sequence {αt}, we propose the
following definition:
F̂DP(t) : =
∑t
j=1 αj
R(t)
·················.
This definition is intuitive because F̂DP(t) approximately overestimates the unknown FDP(t):
F̂DP(t) ≥
∑
j≤t,j∈H0 αj
R(t)
··························· ≈
∑
j≤t,j∈H0 1 {Pj ≤ αj}
R(t)
·············································· = FDP(t).
A more direct way to construct new online FDR procedures is to ensure that supt∈N F̂DP(t) ≤ α, bypassing
the use of wealth, penalties and rewards in GAI. This idea is formalized below.
Theorem 2. For any predictable sequence {αt} such that supt∈N F̂DP(t) ≤ α, we have:
(a) If the p-values are super-uniform conditional on all past discoveries, meaning that Pr
{
Pj ≤ αj
∣∣ F j−1} ≤ αj ,
then the associated procedure has supT∈N mFDR(T ) ≤ α.
(b) If the p-values are independent and if {αt} is monotone, then we also have supT∈N FDR(T ) ≤ α.
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 8.2. In our opinion, it is more transparent to verify that LORD++
controls both mFDR and FDR using Theorem 2 than using Theorem 1.
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5 Incorporating prior and penalty weights
Here, we develop GAI++ algorithms that incorporate prior weights wt, which allow the user to exploit domain
knowledge about which hypotheses are more likely to be non-null, as well as penalty weights ut to differentiate
more important hypotheses from the rest. The weights must be strictly positive, predictable (meaning that wt, ut ∈
Ft−1) and monotone (in the sense of definition (3)).
Penalty weights. For many motivating applications, including internet companies running a series of A/B tests
over time, or drug companies doing a series of clinical trials over time, it is natural to assume that some tests are
more important than others, in the sense that some false discoveries may have more lasting positive/negative effects
than others. To incorporate this in the offline setting, Benjamini and Hochberg [3] suggested associating each test
with a positive penalty weight ui with hypothesis Hi. Choosing ui > 1 indicates a more impactful or important
test, while ui < 1 means the opposite. Although algorithms exist in the offline setting that can intelligently
incorporate penalty weights, no such flexibility currently exists for online FDR algorithms. With this motivation
in mind and following Benjamini and Hochberg [3], define the penalty-weighted FDR as
FDRu(T ) : = E
[
Vu(T )
Ru(T )
·············
]
(8)
where Vu(T ) : =
∑
t∈H0 utRt = Vu(T − 1) + uTRT1
{
T ∈ H0} and Ru(T ) : = Ru(T − 1) + uTRT . One may
set ut = 1 to recover the special case of no penalty weights. In the offline setting, a given set of penalty weights can
be rescaled to make the average penalty weight equal unity, without affecting the associated procedure. However,
in the online setting, we choose penalty weights ut one at a time, possibly not knowing the total number of
hypotheses ahead of time. As a consequence, these weights cannot be rescaled in advance to keep their average
equal to unity. It is important to note that we allow ut ∈ Ft−1 to be determined after viewing the past rejections,
another important difference from the offline setting. Indeed, if the hypotheses are logically related (even if the
p-values are independent), then the current hypothesis can be more or less critical depending on which other ones
are already rejected.
Prior weights. In many applications, one may have access to prior knowledge about the underlying state of
nature (that is, whether the hypothesis is truly null or non-null). For example, an older published biological
study might have made significant discoveries, or an internet company might know the results of past A/B tests
or decisions made by other companies. This knowledge may be incorporated by a weight wt which indicates the
strength of a prior belief about whether the hypothesis is null or not—typically, a largerwt > 1 can be interpreted as
a greater likelihood of being a non-null, indicating that the algorithm may be more aggressive in deciding whether
to reject Ht. Such p-value weighting was first suggested in the offline FDR context by [6], though earlier work
employed it in the context of FWER control. As with penalty weights in the offline setting, offline prior weights
are also usually rescaled to have unit mean, and then existing offline algorithms simply replace the p-value Pt by
the weighted p-value Pt/wt. However, it is not obvious how to incorporate prior weights in the online setting.
As we will see in the sections to come, the online FDR algorithms we propose will also use p-value reweighting;
moreover, the rewards must be prudently adjusted to accommodate the fact that an a-priori rescaling is not feasible.
Furthermore, as opposed to the offline case, the weights wt ∈ Ft−1 are allowed to depend on past rejections. This
additional flexibility allows one to set the weights not only based on our prior knowledge of the current hypothesis
being tested, but also based on properties of the sequence of discoveries (for example, whether we recently saw
a string of rejections or non-rejections). We point out some practical subtleties with the use and interpretation of
prior weights in Appendix 7.4.
Doubly-weighted GAI++ rules. Given a testing level αt and weights wt, ut, all three being predictable and
monotone, we make the decision
Rt : = 1 {Pt ≤ αtutwt} . (9)
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This agrees with the intuition that larger prior weights should be reflected in an increased willingness to reject the
null, and we should favor rejecting more important hypotheses. As before, our rejection reward strategy differs
before and after τ1, the time of the first rejection. Starting with some W (0) = W0 ≤ α, we update the wealth as
W (t) = W (t− 1)− φt +Rtψt, where wt, ut, αt, φt, ψt ∈ F t−1 must be chosen so that φt ≤W (t− 1), and the
rejection reward ψt must obey the condition
0 ≤ ψt ≤ min
{
φt + utbt,
φt
utwtαt
+ utbt − ut
}
, where (10a)
bt := α− W0
ut
1 {τ1 > t− 1} ∈ Ft−1. (10b)
Notice that setting wt = ut = 1 immediately recovers the GAI updates. Let us provide some intuition for the form
of the rewards ψt, which involves an interplay between the weights wt, ut, the testing levels αt and the testing
penalties φt. First note that large weights ut, wt > 1 result in a smaller earning of alpha-wealth and if αt, φt
are fixed, then the maximum “common-sense” weights are determined by requiring ψt ≥ 0. The requirements of
lower rewards for larger weights and of a maximum allowable weight should both seem natural; indeed, there must
be some price one must pay for an easier rejection, otherwise we would always use a high prior weight or penalty
weight to get more power, no matter the hypothesis! We show that such a price does not have to be paid in terms
of the FDR guarantee—we prove that FDRu is controlled for any choices of weights—but a price is paid in terms
of power, specifically the ability to make rejections in the future. Indeed, the combined use of ut, wt in both the
decision rule Rt and the earned reward ψt keeps us honest; if we overstate our prior belief in the hypothesis being
non-null or its importance by assigning a large ut, wt > 1, we will not earn much of a reward (or even a negative
reward!), while if we understate our prior beliefs by assigining a small ut, wt < 1, then we may not reject this
hypothesis. Hence, it is prudent to not misuse or overuse the weights, and we recommend that the scientist uses
the default ut = wt = 1 in practice unless there truly is prior evidence against the null or a reason to believe the
finding would be of importance, perhaps due to past studies by other groups or companies, logical relationships
between hypotheses, or due to extraneous reasons suggested by the underlying science.
We are now ready to state a theoretical guarantee for the doubly-weighted GAI++ procedure:
Theorem 3. Under independence, the doubly-weighted GAI++ algorithm satisfies the bound E
[
Vu(T )+W (T )
Ru(T )
·······················
]
≤
α for all T ∈ N. Since W (T ) ≥ 0, we also have FDRu(T ) ≤ α for all T ∈ N.
The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix 8.4. It is important to note that although we provide the proof
here only for GAI++ rules under independence, the ideas would actually carry forward in an analogous fashion for
GAI rules under various other forms of dependence.
6 From infinite to decaying memory
Here, we summarize two phenomena : (i) the “piggybacking” problem that can occur with non-stationary null-
proportion, (ii) the “alpha-death” problem that can occur with a sequence of nulls. We propose a new error
metric, the decaying-memory FDR (mem-FDR), that for truly temporal multiple testing scenarios, and propose
an adjustment of our GAI++ algorithms to control this quantity.
Piggybacking. As outlined in motivation M1, when the full batch of p-values is available offline, online FDR
algorithms have an inherent asymmetry in their treatment of different p-values, and make different rejections de-
pending on the order in which they process the batch. Indeed, Foster and Stine [5] demonstrated that if one knew a
reasonably good ordering (with non-nulls arriving earlier), then their online alpha-investing procedures could attain
higher power than the offline BH procedure. This is partly due to a phenomenon that we call “piggybacking”—if a
lot of rejections are made early, these algorithms earn and accumulate enough alpha-wealth to reject later hypothe-
ses more easily by testing them at more lenient thresholds than earlier ones. In essence, later tests “piggyback”
on the success of earlier tests. While piggybacking may be desirable or acceptable under motivation M1, such be-
havior may be unwarranted and unwanted under motivation M2. We argue that piggybacking may lead to a spike
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in the false discovery rate locally in time, even though the FDR over all time is controlled. This may occur when
the sequence of hypotheses is non-stationary and clustered, when strings of nulls may follow strings of non-nulls.
For concreteness, consider the setting in Javanmard and Montanari [8] where an internet company conducts many
A/B tests over time. In “good times”, when a large fraction tests are truly non-null, the company may accumulate
wealth due to frequent rejections. We demonstrate using simulations that such accumulated wealth can lead to a
string of false discoveries when there is a quick transition to a “bad period” where the proportion of non-nulls is
much lower, causing a spike in the false discovery proportion locally in time.
Alpha-death. Suppose we test a long stretch of nulls, followed by a stretch of non-nulls. In this setting, GAI
algorithms will make (almost) no rejections in the first stretch, losing nearly all of its wealth. Thereafter, the
algorithm may be effectively condemned to have no power, unless a non-null with extremely strong signal is
observed. Such a situation, from which no recovery is possible, is perfectly reasonable under motivation M1. The
alpha-wealth has been used up fully, and those are the only rejections we are allowed to make with that batch
of p-values. However, for an internet company operating with motivation M2, it might be unacceptable to inform
them that they essentially cannot run any more tests, or that they may perhaps never make another useful discovery.
Both of these problems, demonstrated in simulations in Appendix 7.2, are due to the fact that the process
effectively has an infinite memory. In the following, we propose one way to smoothly forget the past and to some
extent alleviate the negative effects of the aforementioned phenomena.
6.1 Decaying memory false discovery rate (mem-FDR)
For a user-defined decay parameter δ > 0, define V δ(0) = Rδ(0) = 0 and define the decaying memory FDR as
follows:
mem-FDR(T ) : = E
[
V δ(T )
Rδ(T )
·············
]
,
where V δ(T ) : = δV δ(T − 1) + RT1
{
T ∈ H0} = ∑t∈H0 δT−tRt1{t ∈ H0}, and analogously Rδ(T ) : =
δRδ(T − 1) + RT =
∑
t δ
T−tRt. This notion of FDR control, which is arguably natural for modern temporal
applications, appears to be novel in the multiple testing literature. The parameter δ is reminiscent of the discount
factor in reinforcement learning.
Penalty-weighted decaying-memory FDR. We may naturally extend the notion of decaying-memory FDR to
encompass penalty weights. Setting V δu (0) = R
δ
u(0) = 0, we define
mem-FDRu(T ) : = E
[
V δu (T )
Rδu(T )
·············
]
,
where we define V δu (T ) : = δV
δ
u (T − 1) + uTRT1
{
T ∈ H0} = ∑Tt=1 δT−tutRt1{t ∈ H0}, Rδu(T ) : =
δRδu(T − 1) + utRt =
∑T
t=1 δ
T−tutRt.
mem-GAI++ algorithms with decaying memory and weights. Given a testing level αt, we make the decision
using equation (9) as before, starting with a wealth of W (0) = W0 ≤ α. Also, recall that τk is the time of the k-th
rejection. On making the decision Rt, we update the wealth as:
W (t) : = δW (t− 1) + (1− δ)W01 {τ1 > t− 1} − φt +Rtψt, (11)
so that W (T ) = W0δT−min{τ1,T} +
T∑
t=1
δT−t(−φt +Rtψt).
The first term in equation (11) indicates that the wealth must decay in order to forget the old earnings from rejec-
tions far in the past. If we were to keep the first term and drop the second, then the effect of the initial wealth (not
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just the post-rejection earnings) also decays to zero. Intuitively, the correction from the second term suggests that
even if one forgets all the past post-rejection earnings, the algorithm should behave as if it started from scratch,
which means that its initial wealth should not decay. This does not contradict the fact that initial wealth can be
consumed because of testing penalties φt, but it should not decay with time—the decay was only introduced to
avoid piggybacking, which is an effect of post-rejection earnings and not the initial wealth.
A natural restriction on φt is the bound φt ≤ δW (t− 1) + (1− δ)W01 {τ1 > t− 1} , which ensures that the
wealth stays non-negative. Further, wt, ut, αt, φt ∈ F t−1 must be chosen so that the rejection reward ψt obeys
conditions (10a) and (10b). Notice that setting wt = ut = δ = 1 recovers the GAI++ updates. As an example,
mem-LORD++ would use :
αt = γtW0δ
t−min{τ1,t} +
∑
j:τj<t
δt−τjγt−τjψτj .
We are now ready to present our last main result.
Theorem 4. Under independence, the doubly-weighted mem-GAI++ algorithm satisfies the boundE
[
V δu (T )+W (T )
Rδu(T )
·······················
]
≤
α for all T ∈ N. Since W (T ) ≥ 0, we have mem-FDRu(T ) ≤ α for all T ∈ N.
See Appendix 8.5 for the proof of this claim. Appendix 6.2 discusses how to use “abstaining” to provide a
smooth restart from alpha-death, whereas Appendix 7 contains a numerical simulation demonstrating the use of
decaying memory.
6.2 Abstinence for recovery from alpha-death
For truly temporal applications as outlined in motivation M2, we allow the algorithm to abstain from testing,
meaning that it does not need to perform a test at each time step. In this case, we use the convention of Pt = −1
to indicate that we abstained from testing at time t. Also, we introduce the random variables
At : = 1 {Pt = −1} , and Act : = 1−At, (12)
as indicators for abstention. Abstention may happen due to the natural variation in frequency of testing hypotheses
in real-world applications. Additionally, abstention is the natural treatment for recovery from alpha-death. If the
alpha-wealth is deemed too low, abstaining for a while can drop mem-FDR below a threshold, and when it becomes
small enough, one can reset all variables and restart the entire process. In more detail, note that we would change
the quantities V (t),W (t), R(t) only if we actually did not abstain and performed a test, as given by:
W (t) : = δW (t− 1) + (1− δ)W01 {τ1 > t− 1} −Actφt +ActRtψt
V δu (t) : = δV
δ
u (t− 1) + utActRt1
{
t ∈ H0}
Rδu(t) : = δR
δ
u(t− 1) + utActRt.
When we abstain, assuming that we have made at least one rejection, all three quantities decay with time. Hence,
the ratio V
δ
u (t)+W (t)
Rδu(t)
···················· remains unchanged initially, and when the denominator Rδu(t) falls below one, the aforemen-
tioned ratio decays smoothly to zero (and hence so does the mem-FDRu). Using a user-defined tolerance , we
can then “reset” when Rδu(t) <  by re-defining all quantities to their starting values, setting the time to zero, and
restarting the entire process.
An alternative to abstinence is to pre-define a period of time after which the process will reset, like a calendar
year, or a single financial quarter. With this choice, decaying memory may help with piggybacking but is not
needed for recovery from alpha-death. However, for applications in which there is no natural special period, and
which is in some sense continuous in time without discrete breakpoints, the decaying memory FDR is a natural
quantity to control, and abstinence is an arguably intuitive solution to alpha-death. Indeed, companies are obviously
less willing to accept a permanent alpha-death that ends all testing forever, and are more likely to be willing to
abstain from testing for a while, and run an internal check on why they lost alpha-wealth by testing too many nulls,
or perhaps why they had very low signal on their non-nulls (making them seem like nulls).
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7 Numerical Simulations
Here, we provide proof-of-concept experiments for various aspects of the paper.1
7.1 Evidence of higher power of GAI++ over GAI
To demonstrate an improvement of GAI++ over GAI, we follow the simple experimental setup of Javanmard and
Montanari [9] which tests the means of T = 1000 Gaussian distributions. The null hypothesis is Hj : µj = 0
for j = {1, . . . , T}. We observe independent Zj ∼ N(µj , 1), which can be converted using the Gaussian CDF
Φ to a one-sided p-value, Pj = Φ(−Zj) or to a two-sided p-value, Pj = 2Φ(−|Zj |). Notice that the p-value is
exactly uniformly distributed when the null hypothesis is true, that is µj = 0. The means µj are set independently
according to the mixture:
µj ∼
{
0 with probability 1− pi1,
N(0, σ2) with probability pi1,
and we set σ2 = 2 log T , resulting in means that are near the boundary of detectability. Indeed, under the global
null where pi1 = 0, maxj Zj = (1 + o(1))
√
2 log T , and
√
2 log T is the minimax amplitude for estimation under
the sparse Gaussian sequence model.
The improvement in power of GAI++ over GAI depends on the choice of W0 and B0 = α−W0. If W0 is too
small, the algorithm may suffer from alpha-death too quickly, because the signals may not be strong enough for
the algorithm to recover by accumulating the large rewards B0. If W0 is too large, the reward B0 at each step will
be too small, and the algorithm will suffer from lower power. Hence, the larger W0 is, the smaller B0 is, and the
more GAI++ will improve over GAI. For our simulations, we set W0 = α/5, for which we only expect a small
improvement, and always have α = 0.05, and run 200 independent trials to estimate the power and FDR.
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Figure 1: Plots of power vs pi1 (left panel) and FDR versus pi1 (right panel, for various algorithms.
For concrete monotone GAI and GAI++ procedures, we choose LORD’17 as detailed in Table 2 and LORD++
from definition (5). We define power as usual in the FDR literature:
power(T ) : = E
[ ∑
t∈H1 Rt∑T
t=1 1 {t ∈ H1}
·································
]
.
In Figure 1, we plot the power and FDR for the Bonferroni and LORD algorithms using W0 = α/2 and the
constant sequenuce γj = 0.0722
log(j∨2)
je
√
log j derived for testing Gaussian means [9], where the leading constant was
approximated so that the infinite sequence sums to one. As predicted by the theory, the power of the LORD++
algorithm is uniformly better than LORD.
1The code for reproducing all experiments in this paper is publicly available at https://github.com/fanny-yang/OnlineFDRCode.
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7.2 Piggybacking and decaying memory
For this subsection, we move away from the stationary setting that is a useful base case, but unrealistic in practice.
To bring out the phenomenon of piggybacking, we consider the setting where pi1  0.5 in the first 1000 tests,
and pi1  0.5 in the second 1000. There is nothing specific to this particular choice, and will qualitatively occur
whenever there is a stretch of non-nulls followed by a stretch of nulls. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to
the LORD++ and the mem-LORD++ algorithms, and plot their mem-FDR as a function of time. In particular, we
use the following concrete update for αt in the mem-LORD++ algorithm:
αt = γtW0δ
t−min{τ1,t} + (α−W0)δt−τ1γt−τ1 + α
( ∑
τj<t,τj 6=τ1
δt−τjγt−τj
)
.
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Figure 2: Plots of mem-power versus time (left panel and mem-FDR versus time (right panel), for LORD++
and mem-LORD++ with δ = 0.99. The spike in false discoveries suffered by LORD++ due to piggybacking is
significantly smoothed by mem-LORD++ without much loss of power.
Figure 2 demonstrates see that LORD++ suffers a large spike in mem-FDR locally in time, which is signif-
icantly smoothed out by mem-LORD++ with δ = 0.99, at an insignificant loss of power. Arguably, the power
should itself be replaced by a “decaying memory power” which we call mem-power, which definition is analogous
to mem-FDR in relation to FDR, i.e.
mem-power(T ) : = E
[
Uδ(T )
Dδ(T )
··············
]
,
whereU δ(T ) : = δUδ(T−1)+RT1
{
T ∈ H1} andDδ(T ) : = δDδ(T−1)+1{T ∈ H1}. Due to its conservative
choice for αt, the smoothing of the mem-FDR measure comes at the expense of lower mem-power for mem-
LORD++ compared to LORD++ in the second half of the experiment.
7.3 Alpha-death
Here, we illustrate the usefulness of abstinence as discussed in Section 6.2 for experiments where alpha-death is
reached rather quickly. Concretely, we choose the probability of each hypothesis being non-null to be identically
and independently p = 0.01. Furthermore, we abstain from testing if W (t) < w and we reset to initial values
if R(t) < r with w = 0.05W0 and r = 0.1. Figure 3 depicts both the time development of wealth on the left
hand side and the corresponding mem-power on the right hand side. The red curves representing the generic mem-
LORD++ algorithm show that once wealth reaches 0, no discoveries can be made so that mem-power stays at 0 for
the entire rest of the experiment. On the other hand, for the exact same experiment, the abstinent mem-LORD++
in green has a “second chance” after abstaining for a while: the experiment is reset so that new discoveries can be
made even though the wealth had depleted at some previous time.
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Figure 3: Plots of wealth versus time (left panel) power versus time (right panel), for mem-LORD++ with δ = 0.99
and a constant pi1 = 0.01. Once the wealth vanishes, the generic mem-LORD++ cannot make new discoveries for
the entire future, whereas the abstinent mem-LORD++ circumvents this issue and eventually starts anew, allowing
new incoming non-nulls to be detected.
7.4 Subtleties with the use of prior weights
If one has a high prior belief that a hypothesis is non-null, then the “oracle” strategy of assigning weights depends
on the strength of the underlying signal: (a) if the signal is small, an oracle would assign a weight that is just high
enough to reject the non-null, while earning a small reward, and (b) if the signal is large, then an oracle would
assign a weight as small as possible to just reject the non-null, earning as large a reward as possible, amassing
alpha-wealth to be used for later tests.
Figure 4 suggests that in the aforementioned simulation setup, we happened to be in situation (b), where most
non-nulls had enough signal so that using a weight smaller than one was more beneficial than a weight larger than
one. We used the same setup as the previous subsection, except that we assign “oracle” weights of 1 + a whenever
the hypothesis is non-null, and a weight of 1− a whenever the hypothesis is null, for positive and negative choices
of a. We use the word “oracle” since, in practice, we of course do not know which hypotheses are null and non-null.
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Figure 4: Plots of power vs pi1 (left panel) and FDR versus pi1 (right panel), for LORD++ with weights 1 + a on
non-nulls and 1− a on nulls.
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8 Proofs
In this section, we organize the various proofs of lemmas and theorems found in the paper.
8.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Letting ~P = (P1, . . . , PT ) be the original vector of p-values, we define a “hallucinated” vector of p-values P˜−t :
= (P˜1, . . . , P˜T ) that equals ~P , except that the t-th component is set to zero :
P˜i =
{
0 if i = t
Pi if i 6= t.
For all i, define R˜i = 1
{
P˜i ≤ fi(R˜1, . . . , R˜i−1)
}
and let the corresponding vectors of rejections using ~P and P˜−t
be ~R = (R1, . . . , RT ) and R˜−t = (R˜1, . . . , R˜T ). By construction, we have R˜i = Ri for all i < t, and R˜i ≥ Ri
for all i ≥ t, from which we conclude that fi(R1, . . . , Ri−1) = fi(R˜1, . . . , R˜i−1) for all i ≤ t. Also, we know
R˜t = 1 by construction since P˜t = 0 implying that g(R˜−t) > 0. Hence, on the event {Pt ≤ ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)},
we have Rt = R˜t = 1 and hence also ~R = R˜−t. This allows us to conclude that
1 {Pt ≤ ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)}
g(~R)
···················································· = 1 {Pt ≤ ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)}
g(R˜−t)
····················································.
Since R˜−t is independent of Pt, we may take conditional expectations to obtain
E
[
1 {Pt ≤ ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)}
g(~R)
····················································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] = E [1 {Pt ≤ ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)}g(R˜−t)····················································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]
(i)
≤ E
[
ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)
g(R˜−t)
·································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]
(ii)
≤ E
[
ft(R1, . . . , Rt−1)
g(~R)
·································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] ,
where inequality (i) follows by taking expectation only with respect to Pt by invoking the conditional super-
uniformity property (6); and inequality (ii) follows because g(~R) ≤ g(R˜−t) since Ri ≤ R˜i for all i by monotonic-
ity of the online FDR rule. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
8.2 Proof of Theorem 2
For any time T ∈ N, we may infer that mFDR is controlled using the following argument :
E [V (T )] =
∑
j∈H0,j≤T
E
[
E
[
1 {Pj ≤ αj}
∣∣ F j−1]]
(i)
≤
∑
j∈H0,j≤T
E [αj ]
(ii)
≤ E
∑
j≤T
αj

(iii)
≤ αE [R(T ) ∨ 1] ,
where inequality (i) follows after taking iterated expectations by conditioning on F j−1, and then applying the
conditional superuniformity property (6), inequality (ii) follows simply by dropping the condition j ∈ H0,
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and inequality (iii) follows by the theorem assumption that
∑
j≤T αj
R(T ) ≤ α. Rearranging yields the conclusion
mFDR(T ) = E[V (T )]E[R(T )]············· ≤ α, as desired.
When the sequence {αt} is additionally monotone, we can use the following argument to prove that the proce-
dure controls FDR at any time T ∈ N :
FDR = E
[
V (T )
R(T )
···········
]
=
∑
j∈H0,j≤T
E
[
1 {Pj ≤ αj}
R(T )
························
]
(iv)
≤
∑
j∈H0,j≤T
E
[ αj
R(T )
···········
]
(v)
≤ E
[∑
j≤T αj
R(T )
··················
]
(vi)
≤ α,
where inequality (iv) follows after taking iterated expectations by conditioning on F j−1, and then applying the
conditional superuniformity lemma Lemma 1, and inequalities (v) and (vi) follow for the same reasons as inequal-
ities (ii) and (iii).
This concludes the proof of both parts of the theorem.
8.3 Proof of Theorem 1
Substituting the definitions of V (T ) =
∑T
t=1Rt1
{
t ∈ H0} and the alpha-wealth
W (T ) = W0 +
T∑
t=1
(−φt +Rtψt),
we may use the tower property of conditional expectation to write
E
[
V (T ) +W (T )
R(T )
····························
]
=
∑
t
E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rt(ψt + 1
{
t ∈ H0})− φt
R(T )
·······························································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lt
.
We tackle the above expression term by term, depending on whether or not t ∈ H0.
Case 1. First, suppose that t ∈ H0. Substituting ψt ≤ φtαt + bt − 1 into the expression for Lt yields
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[
W0
T +Rt(
φt
αt
+ bt)− φt
R(T )
·············································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
= E
[
E
[
W0
T +Rtbt +
φt
αt
(Rt − αt)
R(T )
··················································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
, (13)
where the equality follows simply by rearrangement. Since t ∈ H0, invoking Lemma 1 guarantees that
E
[
Rt
R(T )
···········
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] = E [1 {Pt ≤ αt}R(T )························
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] ≤ E [ αtR(T )··········· ∣∣∣ F t−1] , (14)
since the two mappings (R1, . . . , RT ) 7→ R(T ) and (R1, . . . , Rt−1) 7→ αt ∈ F t−1 are coordinatewise nonde-
creasing, as required to apply Lemma 1. Since φt, αt are F t−1-measurable, equation (14) implies that the last term
in the numerator of equation (13) is negative, and hence
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rtbt
R(T )
·····················
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]] .
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Case 2. Now suppose that t /∈ H0. Substituting ψt ≤ φt + bt into the expression for Lt yields
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rt(φt + bt)− φt
R(T )
············································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]]
= E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rtbt + φt(Rt − 1)
R(T )
···············································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]] ,
where the equality follows simply by rearrangement. Since Rt ≤ 1, we may infer that
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rtbt
R(T )
·····················
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]] ,
which is the same expression as the bound derived in Case 1.
Combining both cases. We complete the proof by combining the two cases. Using the same bound for Lt in
both cases yields
E
[
V (T ) +W (T )
R(T )
····························
]
≤ E
[
W0 +
∑
tRtbt
R(T )
····························
]
. (15)
We now note that bt always equals α, except for the very first rejection at time τ1, in which case it equals α−W0.
Hence, we may have
∑
tRtbt =
∑
tRtα−W01 {T ≥ τ1}. Substituting this expression into the bound (15) yields
E
[
V (T ) +W (T )
R(T )
····························
]
≤ E
[
W0 + αR(T )−W01 {T ≥ τ1}
R(T )
···························································
]
≤ α,
which completes the proof of the theorem.
8.4 Proof of Theorem 3
Substituting the definitions of Vu(T ) =
∑T
t=1 utRt1
{
t ∈ H0} and the alpha-wealth
W (T ) = W0 +
T∑
t=1
(−φt +Rtψt),
we may use the tower property of conditional expectation to write
E
[
Vu(T ) +W (T )
Ru(T )
······························
]
=
∑
t
E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rt(ψt + ut1
{
t ∈ H0})− φt
Ru(T )
···································································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lt
.
We tackle the above expression term by term, depending on whether or not t ∈ H0.
Case 1. First suppose that t ∈ H0. Substituting ψt ≤ φtutwtαt + utbt − ut into the expression for Lt yields
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[
W0
T +Rt(
φt
utwtαt
+ utbt)− φt
Ru(T )
·························································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
= E
[
E
[
W0
T +Rtutbt +
φt
utwtαt
(Rt − αtwtut)
Ru(T )
·······································································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
, (16)
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where the equality follows simply by rearrangement. Since t ∈ H0, by invoking Lemma 1, we may infer that
E
[
Rt
Ru(T )
·············
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] = E [1 {Pt ≤ αtwtut}Ru(T )·································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] ≤ E [αtwtutRu(T )··············
∣∣∣ F t−1] , (17)
since the four mappings (R1, . . . , RT ) 7→ Ru(T ) and (R1, . . . , Rt−1) 7→ αt, wt, ut are all coordinatewise nonde-
creasing, as required to apply Lemma 1. Since φt, αt, wt, ut are F t−1-measurable, equation (17) implies that the
last term in the numerator of equation (16) is negative, and hence
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rtutbt
Ru(T )
·························
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]] .
Case 2. Now suppose that t /∈ H0. Substituting ψt ≤ φt + utbt into the expression for Lt yields
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rt(φt + utbt)− φt
Ru(T )
················································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]]
= E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rtutbt + φt(Rt − 1)
Ru(T )
····················································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]] ,
where the equality follows simply by rearrangement. Since Rt ≤ 1, we may infer that
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[ W0
T +Rtutbt
Ru(T )
·························
∣∣∣∣ F t−1]] ,
which is the same expression as the bound derived in Case 1.
Combining both cases. Finally, we combine the two cases. Using the same bound for Lt in both cases, and
exchanging the summation and expectation, we may conclude by definition of bt that
E
[
Vu(T ) +W (T )
Ru(T )
······························
]
≤ E
[
W0 +
∑
tRtutbt
Ru(T )
································
]
. (18)
We now note that bt always equals α, except for the very first rejection at time τ1, in which case it equals α− W0uτ1 .
Hence, we may write
∑
tRtutbt =
∑
tRtutα − W01 {T ≥ τ1}. Substituting the above expression into the
bound (18) yields
E
[
Vu(T ) +W (T )
Ru(T )
······························
]
≤ E
[
W0 + αRu(T )−W01 {T ≥ τ1}
Ru(T )
·····························································
]
≤ α,
which completes the proof of the theorem.
8.5 Proof of Theorem 4
Substituting the definitions of V δu (T ) =
∑T
t=1 δ
T−tutRt1
{
t ∈ H0} and the alpha-wealth
W (T ) = W0δ
T−min{τ1,T} +
T∑
t=1
δT−t(−φt +Rtψt),
we may use the tower property to write
E
[
V δu (T ) +W (T )
Rδu(T )
······························
]
=
∑
t
E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRt(ψt + ut1
{
t ∈ H0})− δT−tφt
Rδu(T )
··············································································································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lt
.
We tackle the above expression term by term, depending on whether or not t ∈ H0.
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Case 1 First suppose that t ∈ H0. Substituting ψt ≤ φtutwtαt + utbt − ut into the expression for Lt yields
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRt( φtutwtαt + utbt)− δT−tφt
Rδu(T )
····································································································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
= E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRtutbt + δT−t φtutwtαt (Rt − αtwtut)
Rδu(T )
···················································································································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
, (19)
where the equality follows simply by rearrangement. Since t ∈ H0, by invoking Lemma 1, we may infer that
E
[
Rt
Rδu(T )
·············
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] = E [1 {Pt ≤ αtwtut}Rδu(T )·································
∣∣∣∣ F t−1] ≤ E [αtwtutRδu(T )··············
∣∣∣ F t−1] , (20)
since the four mappings (R1, . . . , RT ) 7→ Rδu(T ) and (R1, . . . , Rt−1) 7→ αt, wt, ut are coordinatewise nonde-
creasing, as required to apply Lemma 1. Since φt, αt, wt, ut are F t−1-measurable, equation (20) implies that the
last term in the numerator of equation (19) is negative, and hence
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRtutbt
Rδu(T )
···························································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
.
Case 2 Next, suppose that t /∈ H0. Substituting ψt ≤ φt + utbt into the expression for Lt yields
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRt(φt + utbt)− δT−tφt
Rδu(T )
····························································································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
= E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRtutbt + δT−tφt(Rt − 1)
Rδu(T )
·······························································································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
,
where the equality follows simply by rearrangement. Since Rt ≤ 1, we may infer that
Lt ≤ E
[
E
[
W0
T δ
T−min{τ1,T} + δT−tRtutbt
Rδu(T )
···························································
∣∣∣∣∣ F t−1
]]
,
which is the same expression as the bound derived in Case 1.
Combining Cases 1 and 2. Using the same bound for Lt in both cases, and exchanging the summation and
expectation, we may conclude by definition of bt that
E
[
V δu (T ) +W (T )
Rδu(T )
······························
]
≤ E
[
W0δ
T−min{τ1,T} +
∑
t δ
T−tRtutbt
Rδu(T )
···································································
]
. (21)
We now note that bt always equals α, except for the very first rejection at time τ1, in which case it equals α− W0uτ1 .
Hence, we may write ∑
t
δT−tRtutbt =
∑
t
δT−tRtutα− δT−τ1W01 {T ≥ τ1}
= αRδu(T )− δT−τ1W01 {T ≥ τ1} .
Resubstituting this expression into bound (21) yields
E
[
V δu (T ) +W (T )
Rδu(T )
······························
]
≤ E
[
W0δ
T−min{τ1,T} + αRδu(T )−W0δT−τ11 {T ≥ τ1}
Rδu(T )
·································································································
]
≤ α,
where the last inequality follows by verifying that it holds in the three cases
{T < τ1 =∞, Rδu(T ) = 0}, {T ≥ τ1, Rδu(T ) < 1}, and {T ≥ τ1, Rδu(T ) ≥ 1}
separately. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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9 Summary
In this paper, we make four main contributions—more powerful procedures under independence, an alternate
viewpoint of deriving online FDR procedures, incorporation of prior and penalty weights, and introduction of a
decaying-memory false discovery rate to handle piggybacking and alpha-death. Numerical simulations in Ap-
pendix 7 complement the theoretical results.
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